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Newtons
290
275 
190
165
60 

Type
Buoyancy Aid
Lifejacket

Floatation
Inflatable
Foam
Combination

Chambers
Single
Twin

Harness
Fall Arrest
Deck

Cover
Fire Resistant
Wipe Clean
Hard Wearing 

Approval

  ISO approved 12402-3

The ErgoFit 190N PRO maintains all of the high specification 
safety features on the inside as the 190N OS, whist minimising 
features on the outside. A 3D-moulded lifejacket with the 
advanced specification on the inside to excel for all coastal and 
offshore water users. 
With its intelligent cut-away profile, it allows you total mobility, 
leaving your body, limbs and hands unhindered and free to 
move, work and perform. Being easy to wear, versatile, stylish 
and completely functional, it is ideally suited to recreational 
users and the marine work environment alike.

KEY FEATURES: 
•  A transparent ‘window’ on the front of the jacket showing the status 

of the inflator, allowing you to check your lifejacket is in working order 
without having to unpack and repack the jacket

•  Dual buckle system and side waist adjusters, uniquely designed to ensure 
swift donning - essential if the wind gets up and it’s all hands on deck

•  Dual light weight soft loop D-rings for attaching safety line
•  Unique bladder distribution, providing turning solutions in less than three 

seconds and allows you to move your arms freely
•  A built in inflatable chin support tilts your neck back and keeps your 

airways clear
•  AIS compatible, allows for automatic activation on inflation
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It’s what’s inside that counts

Unique buoyancy 
distribution allowing 
you to move your arms 
more freely

A built in inflatable chin 
support tilts your neck back 
and keeps your airways clear

190N Inflation chamber 
providing exceptional turning 
solutions even when wearing 
heavy clothing

Crotch straps to  
reduce jacket ride up 

AIS attachment, AIS 
activates automatically 
on inflation

Manual oral tube for 
additional air top up 

Built in spray hood includes 
additional piping and breather 
holes to keep it off your face 
and aid visibility

Built in lifejacket light 
and whistle

Reflective tape to aid 
visibility 

Attachment for fitting 
a PLB

Twin lifting beckets, 
allowing your crew to get 
you out of the water as 
easily as possible

The most up-to date MA1 
and UML pro-sensor 
Mk3 operating heads


